
The focus of the TC will be on applying non-formal methods in youth-
workers’ professional development, in particular, the TC will provide
organizations' youth workers with competences related to working with
specific target groups - young people with fewer opportunities in order
to provide more inclusive activities, programs and projects in their local
communities.

Specific objectives of the project

Erasmus + KA1 – training course
Infopack for participants

Training Course dates: 01 – 08 May 2022 (travel days included)
Location: Bagnacavallo (Ravenna-Italy)
Hosting Organization: BANGHERANG APS- Italy
Partner Organizations: CYA KRIK - North Macedonia, YEU – Cyprus,
OFENSIVA TINERILOR – Romania and VOLONTERSKI CENTAR ISTRA – Croatia

“Matching youth workers competences with the inclusive activities –“Matching youth workers competences with the inclusive activities –
Let’s Match”Let’s Match”

Exploring new
methods and

techniques on how
to work with

specific target
groups

Evaluating the
programs and activities

that each partner is
delivering for specific

target groups
(disabilities, fewer

opportunities, NEETs,
newcomers etc.)

Matching the youth
workers

competences with
the inclusive

programs and
activities

Designing,
planning and

adapting
programs to the

needs of the
target group

Building the capacities
of the organizations

partners in the
project and

increasing the number
of activities for

vulnerable groups

To better
understand the

reality of
disadvantaged
youngsters in

several countries



take shuttle bus/Marconi
express train to

Bologna Central Train Station 

walk 10 min to
Antico Convento San

Francesco

Other close airports are Venice Airport Marco Polo, Treviso Airport and Forli Airport.
You are allowed to come only 2 extra days before or after the project dates, but

accommodation and food cannot be funded.

youth workers above 18 years old

motivated to develop their competences in working
with youngsters and specifically vulnerable
youngsters

a minimum applied background in non-formal methods and
work-based settings with vulnerable target groups

be able to act as a multiplier in their local
communities

be committed to attend the whole duration of the
training course

having interests in local development and youth
policies

be able to work in English in order to interact and
fully understand learning outcomes

be able to disseminate project results within local
communities and peers during their service and beyond

Each partner should select, prepare and send 4 youth workers.
The desired profile of participants:

participants:

Travel:

Participants should contact their sending organization for travel arrangements!
As travel option, we can suggest:  

arrive at 
Bologna Guglielmo Marconi

Airport

take a train to
Bagnacavallo 



The maximum amount that
can be reimbursed:

 
Cyprus 360 EUR

North Macedonia 275 EUR
Croatia 180 EUR

Romania 275 EUR

TRAVEL COSTS AND REIMBURSEMENT:

OTHER INFO:

Participants must attend the whole duration of the
Training Course and submit the final evaluation
questionnaire in order to receive the
reimbursement.
The reimbursement will be done directly to the
sending organisation, after they have received all
needed documents and the participants have
submitted the evaluation questionnaire.  

Accomodation:

The Training Course will be hosted in "Antico Convento San Francesco", a building
property of the Municipality of Bagnacavallo, now managed by a young couple
that has turned it into an affordable hotel.
The bedrooms are for 4-6-8 people and every room has a toilet with a shower.
https://www.anticoconventosanfrancesco.it/
Via Luigi Cadorna 10, 48012 Bagnacavallo RA
The hosting organisation will provide accommodation and food for the entire
training course: 3  meals + 2 coffee breaks between sessions per day.

COVID-19 - the situation with the Covid-19  is changing constantly, please check the
following web pages in order to be updated for all new measures and rules in Italy.
https://infocovid.viaggiaresicuri.it/index_en.html
https://www.italia.it/en/covid19

The program of the training course will include an intercultural evening, thus you are
welcome to bring with you something to taste, some music or anything presenting
your culture.

If you have any questions or doubts, feel free to contact us at europa@bangherang.it
or the seeing organisation from your country. 


